For more than a decade, researches on association rule mining have attracted a huge interest from the data mining communities. Many advances in association rule mining have been proposed in recent years, including more efficient algorithms to process association rules, new data structures to speed up processing, new compression techniques to overcome the memory limitation problem, and so on. Many issues surrounding association rules have been discussed, including security, privacy, and incomplete and inaccurate data. Association rules have also been applied in various domains, including mobile mining, social networking, graph mining, etc.

However, most of the existing research on association rules has been focusing on establishing common patterns and rules; these are patterns and rules based on the majority, some of which may be either obvious or irrelevant. Unfortunately, not enough attentions have been given to mining rare association rules; these are outlier rules and patterns.

Rare association rules are critically important as in many cases they represent outstanding patterns, which cannot be easily discovered by traditional association mining algorithms. This book presents an interesting collection of recent advances in rare association rule mining. This book is certainly an invaluable resource to data mining researchers, especially to those who have strong interest in association rules.

I am pleased to be able to recommend this timely reference source to readers, be they researchers looking for future directions to pursue research in data mining, or practitioners interested in applying data mining concepts in practical situations.
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